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Events in September

Wednesday, 7 September
Fungi Group Field Meeting to
Langsett Woods
Leaders: Chris Kelly and Roger
Butterfield
Meet at 10:30 at Langsett Barn Car
Park SE 212004, off the A616.
Of course, fungi fruit all year
round, but I have to admit
that like many others, I tend
to lie dormant mycologically
speaking, through the Spring
and early Summer. We had a
very sociable and productive
meeting in Graves Park
January where we had an
excellent turnout, favorable
weather, and a good number
of species. We also put
together a draft programme
of events which is now in the
full Sorby programme. I will

endeavour to keep you up-todate with these and other
happenings throughout the
season. If you are organizing or
involved an event, Sorby or
otherwise, please copy me in to
any notices and links so I can
publicise it via The Deceiver.
This year, we have a number of
workshops on offer, and quite a
few collaborative events. We
have 3 events in September – a
gentle start, but please do keep
eyes open as fungi are around!
And don’t forget to send your
sightings to Ziggy

Fungi Night
Fungi Night will take place on 17 November. The Friends’
Meeting House is booked, as is a guest speaker. I’m
delighted to tell you that Chris Yeates from the Yorkshire
Naturalists’ Union has agreed to come and talk to us.
More on that in a future newsletter. In the meantime,
we’d love to hear from anyone else who could offer a
short presentation at this event.

The mixed woodland adjacent to
Langsett Reservoir is an excellent site
for many of the woodland species,
which will hopefully be fruiting by
early September.
All welcome. Hand lenses and field
guides useful but not essential. Stout
footwear and clothing appropriate for
weather conditions are advised.
Return to car park at any time, but a
pack lunch is desirable if you wish to
continue into the afternoon.
As local bus services now only run to
the area via Penistone, anyone
requiring a lift, or able to offer one,
please contact Chris on 07885 770944

Entoloma and grassland fungi
workshop Longshaw 1011th September.
See page 2 for full details.

Entoloma Workshop
The National Trust (Longshaw) Volunteer Fungi and Lichen
Survey team are holding a free Entoloma and grassland fungi
workshop at the Moorland Discovery Centre at the Longshaw
Estate in the Peak District over the weekend of 10th-11th
September 2016. Members of the Sorby NHS are cordially invited
to contribute and participate. This should be a good time for
Entolomas. The Longshaw Estate is amongst the best sites in the
country for waxcap grassland fungi.
Waxcap grassland fungi are a suite of fungi characteristic of
unimproved nutrient-poor grassland comprising not just Waxcaps
(Hygrocybe species) but other groups - notably Fairy Clubs
(Clavaracea), Earthtongues (Geoglossaceae) and Pinkgills
(Entolomas). Entolomas have a reputation of being a difficult
genus; mycologists shy away from attempting to identify them
and consequently the number of Entoloma species for a site is
often an under-recording.
The Entoloma workshop has been launched with the support of
Jon Stewart, General Manager of the Peak District National Trust.
It will be a low-key event with no national or international experts
present. Only an enthusiasm for fungi is required, and a wish to
learn a bit more about them. The idea is that the people who turn
up will pool their knowledge and try to identify the fungi
collected. A few microscopes will be set up, but mostly reliance
will be on the jizz of the fungi found. The format will be similar to
the very successful Workshop on Waxcaps two years ago. The
Saturday is optional, being mostly a collection day, where we will
target areas of Longshaw and nearby sites where Entolomas are
expected to be fruiting. Sunday will be the main workshop day
(with only a short collecting foray). We will be using Powerpoint
for introductory presentations on Entoloma identification and of
photographs, photomicrographs etc. of species already
documented during the Longshaw Fungi Survey. It is hoped to set
up a projecting microscope to show spores etc of specimens
directly on a screen. Tea, coffee and biscuits will be provided.
There is a cafe close by, as well as a pub.
Please contact Rob Foster, if you would like to join us.
email robdfoster@yahoo.co.uk and he will send more details. It
will help to know in advance how many people are coming. In
particular let us know whether you intend to attend on both days
or just the Saturday or Sunday. Let us know a little about you.
Give an idea of your level of interest in fungi and whether you are
particularly knowledgeable about Waxcap Grassland Fungi and
Entolomas, especially whether you feel you would be able to
contribute or even give a presentation. Since the event has been
advertised though the British Mycological Society and Association
of British Fungi Groups other bodies, it would be useful to know
that you are coming through Sorby.
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Fungus Day Saturday
September 17th 10.30am –
3.00pm
With local author and naturalist
Dr Patrick Harding
J.G.Graves Woodland Discovery
Centre, Ecclesall Woods, Abbey
Lane S7 2QZ
In association with Sheffield City
Council.
Aimed at beginners; a series of
illustrated talks, book reviews, I
D sessions and forays into the
woods. Fungal biology and
ecology. Edible, poisonous and
hallucinogenic fungi.
Conservation and collecting
fungi. Classification and
identification. The field
characters we need to note as
helping with identification (we
will not be using microscopes).
There will be handouts!
Participants are encouraged to
bring specimens.
There is a carpark and an
excellent café at the centre.
Limited to 10 free places for
Sorby members (plus 10 paying
places for the general public).
First come …. Please e-mail
patrickharding@hotmail.co.uk to
reserve a place and for more
details.

A Developing Theme?
I represented Sorby Fungus Group at the BMS Recording
Groups Network meeting back in June and amongst many
other interesting talks was one about the Lost and Found
Fungi project. Many fungi are under-recorded or
overlooked sometimes because of the difficulty of
identifying them.
I’m indebted to Ken Gartside – a fellow enthusiast from
Sorby’s Northern outpost for the following item. It
illustrates the importance or perseverance (and of course,
expertise) in indentifying fungi.

I have been trying to add to the species list for Dick Clough
SBI, near me in Saddleworth, which is in VC63 and Northwest Sorby area.
In late March there, I saw a small Inkcap, looking much like
Coprinus lagopus, but it was in a strange habitat, not forest
or woodchip.
It was in a wet marshy flush, with rough grasses (poa) and
Rushes (Juncus), in a sheep grazed upland meadow in the
Clough. 3 of them together.
Because the habitat was unusual, I took a specimen to
examine and posted some photos on Facebook BMS page for
help, where an immediate expert reaction was that it would
be Coprinus martinii in that wet habitat.
Most interesting, but needs spores measuring accurately etc
for proper determination, so I sent a part sample off to John
Taylor of NW Fungus group, who examined it
microscopically and found all the spore sizes and features,
characteristics and habitat taken together were wrong for
martinii and were right for a larger spored cousin, C
saccharomyces.
Great result, thanks to John - Its only the 10th specimen on
NBN and FRDBI, so pretty rare, but as above, I guess its
overlooked and under-recorded.
The message out of all this I suppose is to watch out for this
type of fungus in that habitat, but in a broader sense to check
anything that doesn't fit from the norm
Kew fungarium will be taking the dried voucher specimen.
Ken Gartside

It’s easy for those of us without
Ken’s patience and expertise to be
overfaced by the challenges of
identifying the more unusual or
difficult fungi. I’m going to try
and put together a factsheet
highlighting just a few of the
LAFF fungi that we might
realistically (or unrealistically) try
to find locally. If I succeed, I will
attach it the email with this
newsletter, or a future mailing.
For anyone whose appetite is
whetted by this challenge, see the
LAFF webpage
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Coming soon….
Advance notice of field meetings in October
Details will follow in a later edition of The Deceiver, and in the Sorby Newsletter

01-Oct-16 Field meeting at Parkwood Springs (with Friends of Parkwood Springs). Ziggy
Senkans
06-Oct-16 Field meeting at Hagg Wood, Clough Fields. Ziggy Senkans
08-Oct-16 Field meeting at Linacre Wood. Chris Kelly
15-Oct-16 Fungi workshop, Elsecar. Ziggy Senkans & Chris Kelly
16-Oct-16 Field meeting at General Cemetery (with Friends of General Cemetery. Ziggy
Senkans
19-Oct-16 Field meeting at Whitwell Moor and Millstones Wood. Chris Kelly & Brian Mitchell
22-Oct-16 Field meeting at Porter Valley (with Friends of Porter Valley). Ziggy Senkans
23-Oct-16 Field meeting at Coombs Dale. Rob Foster
24-Oct-16 Field meeting at Burngreave Cemetery. Ziggy Senkans
30-Oct-16 Field meeting at Wharncliffe Woods. Ziggy Senkans

Fungus Day
Fungus Day is on 9th October. For details of events
around the country, visit the Fungus Day website
http://www.ukfungusday.co.uk

Please send any correspondence or items for inclusion in the next edition of The Deceiver,
to fungi@sorby.org.uk . This Newsletter will also be available to download from the
NEW IMPROVED Sorby website and our BMS Recording Network page.
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